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"The wise are more
powerful 

than the strong,
and the learned, 

than the 
mighty."

 

Proverbs 24:5

“Education 
is the most powerful

weapon which you can use
to change the world.”

 

- Nelson Mandela

Happy Snowy Monday!
 

As many of you are preparing your
return to campus this week, we wanted to

offer some unique thoughts on getting
your mind set on the right goals for this

new semester.
 

This week we also highlight St. Thomas
Aquinas, patron saint of students and

universities. He was known for bringing
together faith and reason in such a way
that really makes you question why so

many people find them to be
incompatible. He offers a prayer for

students to use which we also include. It
may come across a little brash, but think
of it this way- he doesn't mean any of it
disrespectfully but actually out of great

humility. What need do we have for
education if we do not believe we have

more to learn, retain, and comprehend?
 

We are praying for you all during this
transition period and are looking forward

to a fantastic semester!
 

 God Bless,
Campus Ministry



Two frogs are floating on a lily pad. One decides
to jump. How many frogs remain on the lily pad?

Karie spends 15 minutes planning every day.
Kevin does not. He has his routine down and
needs to be ready to put out the fires that always
pop up daily. How much more productive time
each week does Karie have than Kevin?

Hopefully you've been getting ready to start the new
semester, not just with the physical things you need

but also getting in the right mental space.
Here are a few brain teasers we found to help you

get in that space!

ANSWER: Two. Two frogs remain on the lily pad
because “deciding” is just a thought. It’s a good place
to start; however, it’s the action of actually jumping
that is needed to leave the lily pad. As we begin a new
semester what decisions are you making? Making
decisions is the first part of the equation and action
is the second.  

ANSWER: Up to 20 hours more productive each
week. It’s been shown for every 15 minutes of
planning, you can save up to 4 hours. That's a lot of
extra time for studying, working, meeting with
professors and/or socializing.  All of these are
important for your success not only in school but
life. Planning helps you to set your goals, offers
direction, and can help you identify areas that you
may need help in. How can we help you in 2021?

Thomas is believed to have been born in the castle of Roccasecca in the old county of the Kingdom of
Sicily, which is now known as the Lazio region of Italy, in 1225. His parents were well-off, but as the

youngest son Thomas was expected to enter the monastery. He was influenced by a Dominican
preacher to join the Dominican order. After completing his education, Saint Thomas Aquinas devoted

himself to a life of traveling, writing, teaching, public speaking and preaching. At the front of
medieval thought was an endeavor to reunite the relationship between theology (faith) and

philosophy (reason). St. Thomas believed that revelation could guide reason and prevent it from
making mistakes, while reason could clarify and demystify faith. Saint Thomas Aquinas's work goes

on to discuss faith and reason's roles in both perceiving and proving the existence of God.
"Wonder is the desire for knowledge."

Saint Thomas, patron of students and all Universities, pray for us!

You always find me in the past, I 
can be created in the present, but the 
future can never taint me. What am I?

Answer: History. 2020 is history. 
 2021 is here and it’s time to create 

new history. What you do today 
will be a part of your 2021 

history.
 Decide           Act

Saint Thomas Aquinas

Ready for Spring 2021?

One More

A Student's Prayer
Come, Holy Spirit, Divine Creator, true

source of light and fountain of wisdom!
Pour forth your brilliance upon my dense

intellect, dissipate the darkness which
covers me, that of sin and of ignorance.

Grant me a penetrating mind to
understand, a retentive memory, method

and ease in learning, the lucidity to
comprehend, and abundant grace in

expressing myself. Guide the beginning of
my work, direct its progress, and bring it

to successful completion.This I ask
through Jesus Christ, true God and true

man, living and reigning with You and the
Father, forever and ever.

-St Thomas Aquinas-


